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Red Alder Blush
by Anne Lohr

Last leaves wind ripped
Flew across my path
Suddenly realized
I was not ready
Winter’s dampness deepened
Skywater, tearwater, landscape flooded
Dimmed sun
Only small core remained
I was not ready
continued on the last page

EAST MEDICINE WHEEL GATHERING
THE JOURNEY BEGINS…
Saturday April 9th, 10 AM
At: The VFW Hall in Enumclaw
44426 244th Avenue SE

The East Gathering is open to the entire community!

Workshops, Food and Artisan Crafts
10:00am

Opening Ceremony
			
Crafts: Miniature canoe building;
        Dream catchers; Intention flags;
        Journals/amulet creating
Mid-day ceremony, drumming
Hula workshop
Writing/amulet making workshop
Dinner - Potluck
Variety Show (email to participate)

12:00pm
2:00pm
4:00pm
6:00pm
7:00pm

CLICK HERE TO REGISTER NOW!
Suggested Donation: $10
Woman’s Way Red Lodge		

READ MORE...

Email eastgathering@wwrl.org
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It’s the F-word for Red Lodge in 2011!
by Mariah Winddancer, chair

D

id you know that, as a member of Red Lodge, you are welcome to sit in on
any of your board’s meetings? Are you curious to know what the heck we
are doing when the board gathers? Have you thought about the board coming
to your community and making it easier for you to share with us?

HEAR

Well, guess what! We have had those thoughts. And speaking from my own
desire, I recently suggested to other board members, “Hey! How about we make
our retreats more of a mini-vacation by going into our members’ communities
to get together? How about we invite our members to have a meal with us?
Maybe have a drawing to honor a member of Red Lodge with an invitation to
join us for dinner? Oh! And let’s talk to those members about where they would
recommend going for a meal and some shopping? How fun would that be?”

It’s all for FUN in 2011
The Journey Begins
2011 Red Lodge calendar
Red Lodge herstory

Our vision contains the big F-word - FUN! We invite you and other like-mindeds
to join us this year as we build Red Lodge in joy-filled loving and playful ways.
This year, the energies the Red Lodge board are working with are fire and air.
Fire is hot, swift, crackling with anticipation; air is fanning that fire excitement throughout our community and spreading it beyond us out into the
rest of the world. Red Lodge is national now, with hoops in Washington,
Arizona, Utah and Vermont! Actually, we are international, working with
CEPACET in Kenya, and KIVA in Toga, Tanzania, and the Phillipines.

3
4
5
6

Just recently we were honored to help bring Grandmother Margaret of the
Council of 13 Indigenous Grandmothers to Vashon Island, creating a Sacred
Fire ceremony for her to share her teachings and wisdom. We are again
planning four seasonal Medicine Wheel gatherings, a film festival featuring
the art of Meinrad Craighead, and a 24-hour drum vigil to celebrate Summer
Solstice, among many other fun-filled events. And, our sweat lodges, drum
circles and hoops continue to ignite, inspire and serve to enliven the sacred
feminine in our communities.
We invite you to join us. Create your own Red Lodge event in your community and join us at board meetings, celebrations and sacred gatherings! Don’t
forget our vision for 2011: the big F-word - FUN!!!!!!!
3

East Medicine Wheel gathering: The Journey Begins
by Carrie Favro

T

his year’s East Gathering will once again be held in Enumclaw on Saturday, April 9 at the VFW Hall, 44426
244th Ave SE. The theme this year is The Journey Begins. There is a suggested donation of $10 at the
door, or you may register in advance by clicking here to register or emailing eastgathering@wwrl.org.
The opening ceremony will begin at 10 am. Please come and join us as we open the directions, set our intentions and journey together for a day of ceremony, exploration, crafting and simply enjoying one another.
There will be vendors, craft tables and workshops to participate in throughout the day. We will be building canoes, crafting amulets and dream catchers, dancing, journeying and celebrating the day together. All ages are
invtied; everyone is welcome!
Tea, coffee, cheese, fruit and bread/crackers will be available
for light lunching. We are doing a potluck dinner that will
begin at 6:00 pm. We ask that you bring a dish to share.
For evening entertainment, we will host a Variety Show. We
encourage all to sign up and share their talents! This has
been a huge hit in the past, and we are sure this year will
be just as entertaining. Anyone can participate. If you are
interested in performing, please send an email to Debbie at
eastgathering@wwrl.org.
There will also be a silent auction, and we are still looking
for items. We appreciate all donations! If you are willing to
donate, please email eastgathering@wwrl.org.

Woman’s Way Red Lodge		

Photos from 2010 East Gathering
At top: Enumclaw women drum as part of the
popular variety show. Below: The opportunity
to make and share crafts is a hallmark of Red
Lodge’s East Gathering. Last year, we made
Brigid dolls.
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2011 Red Lodge Calendar
On-Going Programs
Washington:
nd
South Sound Women’s Drum Circle, 7:00 pm every 2 Friday, Olympia
Vashon Drum Circle, 7:00 pm every 2nd Friday, Co-Housing Commons, Vashon
Weaving the Hoop: Intergenerational Women’s Circle, 3 rd Mondays,6:30-9:00 pm, Enumclaw
Arizona:
Weaving the Hoop: Intergenerational Women’s Circle, 4/17, 5/15, 6/12, 8/20, 9/18, 10/16, 11/20, 12/18,
1/15/12 - Flagstaff
Flagstaff Drum Circle – June 12, Sept 18, Dec 18 – Gathering 6 pm – Flagstaff
Utah:

Weaving the Hoop: Intergenerational Women’s Circle, 2nd Saturdays 6:30-9:30 pm starting March 12th,
Salt Lake City

Vermont:
Weaving the Hoop: Intergenerational Women’s Circle, 3 rd Sundays March thru December (skips July),
St. Johnsbury

Month by Month Events
Jan 22-23

Board Retreat, Vashon, WA

Feb 7

Imbolc Sweat Lodge, Vashon, WA open to all women, sweatlodge@wwrl.org

March 12-13

Sacred Fire with Grandmother Margaret of the 13 Grandmothers, Vashon, WA

April 9

Honoring East: Medicine Wheel gathering, VFW Hall, Enumclaw, WA

May 21

WWRL Spring Board Meeting – location tba

June 20-21

Celebrate Solstice: 24-hour Drumming Vigil, noon – noon, Vashon, WA

Date TBD

Honoring South: Medicine Wheel gathering and “Mid-Summer Give and Play”

August 27-28

WWRL Board retreat, location TBD

October 1

Honoring West: Fall Festival, Sacred Groves (to be confirmed)

October 7-10

Drumming Vigil with Turtle Women Rising at WA State Capitol, Olympia, WA

October 23

WWRL Board Conference Call 1 pm-2:30 pm

December 3

Honoring North: Medicine Wheel gathering honoring North and WWRL Annual
Meeting – Tacoma, WA

Woman’s Way Red Lodge		
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HERSTORY
Dancing our intentions into being
1980’s-90’s
W ritten & revised
by Mary G.L. Shackelford
Design for new wwrl.org
website by Kristina Turner

Starting in the late 1980’s, in Port Angeles, WA, a group of women,
brought together and inspired by Connor Sauer, informally pooled their
resources to hold Long Dance--a sacred and ceremonial women’s retreat
for prayer, purification and healing--dancing the heart and soul’s
intentions into being. Facilitated by volunteers, Long Dance grew into an
annual gathering, co-created by the 50 women who attend each year.
Profoundly positive impacts in women’s lives began to ripple out into
families, work, and community life.
Many women began to ask, “How can we share the ways of wisdom we
are learning here?”
2000
In fall 2000, 75 women gathered at Dry Creek Grange in Port Angeles to
share dreams and brainstorm a feast of possibilities for bringing our gifts
to the world. The idea of Woman’s Way Red Lodge (WWRL) was born.
2003-04
In 2003, a trio of women initiated correspondence to explore foundational
concepts and ideas for grounding the vision. At the spring 2004 Long
Dance Wisdom Council, these ideas sparked more interest and the first
Hearth Jar was created to start gathering funds for the dream’s fruition.
By the fall, a group of 8 women stepped up to form the WWRL Working
Group. In November 2004, the first WWRL Wisdom Council was held at
Longbranch, WA, exploring interest and commitment towards forming an
organization.

Woman’s Way Red Lodge		
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How Women Self-Organize:
Individually, we explore
self-awareness,
willingness to be a beginner,
leader and follower
intuitively knowing
and doing,
speaking heart and mind
listening deep, mentoring,
modeling, witnessing,
expanding consciousness
growing SELF,
respecting others’ paths
mindful of own needs.. . .

2005
In February 2005, the entire community of nearly 300 Long Dancers living
in several states was encouraged to attend or send input to the WWRL
Wisdom Council on Vashon Island. Here, the Working Group presented
an outline for possible WWRL structure. By consensus, all present
agreed to organize as an educational nonprofit. Draft vision, mission and
purpose statements were approved that focus on serving our
communities through sharing woman’s way wisdom and sustainable life
skills. With much liveliness, we brainstormed 15 Principles We Share.
On June 27, 2005, Articles of Incorporation were filed in Washington
State. A Welcome Packet was created to share our development. WWRL
Wisdom Councils were held on Whidbey Island and at Sahale Retreat
Center, WA to share updates about our nonprofit application, come to
consensus on Vision, Mission, Purpose, and seek input for leadership
and decision-making processes.

accountable and responsible,
reforming, forming,
re-faithing,
remembering, reintegrating,
renewing, reinventing,
with humility, generosity,
vulnerability,
courage, creativity,
forgiveness, compassion,
gratitude,and love. . . . .

At the December 2005 Wisdom Council, we transitioned to an Interim
Board of Trustees with 3 Officers and 6 Chairs of Board Councils.
Heading to birth our nonprofit together, 35 women engaged in strategic
planning, setting priorities to write and submit the nonprofit application,
develop internal communication systems, launch eNews, produce our CD
of community songs, and plan an Open House inviting women in the Long
Dance community to join, participate in and celebrate Red Lodge.
2006-07
In 2006, the Interim Board drafted and approved bylaws and developed
guidelines for budgeting, accounting, nominations and election
procedures. We opened a bank account to hold informally pooled
donations gathered since 2004 in our Hearth Jar. Membership circles
were established. In June 2006, thanks to our fantastic all-volunteer web
building team, we launched a beautiful website:
www.womanswayredlodge.org.

Woman’s Way Red Lodge		
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Individually, we grow
our inner power
honoring ego and emotion,
sitting in and with wounds,
surrendering outcome.
I am enough.
Listening to my body, my self
with self-forgiveness, grace,
tenderness, grieving.
Offering ideas, contributing
With patience,
self-confidence,
personal responsibility,
self-mastery.
Integrating mind/body,
asking for what is needed,
truthful, in integrity,
flexibility, independent
and interdependent.
Softness, strength,
openness, joy, sorrow,
inward/outward,
letting go.

Collectively we support
organic organization
and decision making,
living within loving and
creative community-lateral power, consensual,
organic creation!
Emotional risk, vulnerability
is supported, encouraged
and celebrated.
Inclusive language, sideby,
non-hierarchical and direct,
sharing power
mentors for women,
community service,
council of wisdom,
rotating service within
community,
council of elders,
participatory ritual.

Woman’s Way Red Lodge		

Our Conflict Evolution Council initiated communications and leadership
training and provided mediation services to WWRL Councils and
individuals. We produced MoonSongs for the Goddess Soul – our CD
created by Long Dancers to share music we love to sing. In addition to
hosting ceremonies and rituals celebrating rites of passage, WWRL
began sponsoring and producing programs. In September 2006, more
than 40 people gathered to celebrate Red Lodge’s Opening the Door
festival in Gorst, WA.
Our first official Board was elected at the Annual Meeting of December
2006 with terms beginning January 2007. In June 2007, Woman’s Way
Red Lodge was approved by the IRS as a 501(c)(3) nonprofit
organization.
Drumming a 24-hour peace and earth healing vigil at Summer Solstice
2007, we heard a big call to make our Red Lodge community drum. Born
from the lineage of the Long Dance mother drum, Otter Woman, a new
drum was created from the hide of bison, a maple frame and water
buffalo sinew lashings. The drum was honored and awakened and after
listening to her for a year, we heard her name, Buffalo Heart. A
community prayer pipe carved of elk antler with a maple stem was gifted
through Buffalo Heart to Red Lodge.

2008-present
Since becoming a 501(c)(3) nonprofit, the dreaming of Red Lodge into
our lives and into the world evolves.
We have published an online guide to weaving intergenerational women’s
hoops and now support hoops in four states. There are Red Lodge
drum circles to share drum medicine and wisdom teachings in a sacred
context. We sponsor regular sweat lodge ceremonies and gather four
times each year for seasonal medicine wheel celebrations. We
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On Being Sidebys
By Connor Sauer

I do all that I possibly can to
contribute to the world being
populated with women (and
yes, men and children) who
know themselves to be
beautiful and self-confident,
spirit and soul-centered,
grounded in the practical.
I honor and treasure women
who choose to walk with
accountability, integrity,
impeccability, to the extent
that they are able at any
moment in time, who are
willing to mature and deepen
in their wisdom and
consequent choice of action
and words, and who make
room for others in their
greatness, skills and gifts as
their sidebys.
I am sideby to these women
as we stand next to each
other in a circle of peers.

publish Hearth Letter each season – an online journal of news, reflection
and creativity to share our voices and experiences. We have produced
and sponsored numerous workshops – both to share knowledge and old
wisdom in the making of sacred tools and to share and practice new and
re-membered life skills and teachings.
We are weaving a web of fertile relationships with other groups and
nonprofit organizations. We support service projects in our communities
and internationally. We offer mentoring or sideby support for personal
transformation and new skills. And we support and encourage women in
the development of right livelihood.
With creative diligence, we are excited to be adapting the intuitive
consensus decision-making and leadership empowerment processes that
arose organically within Long Dance to the business of sustaining a
nonprofit. Side-by-side, we are becoming collaborative, visionary leaders.
In 2009, in response to an action research project surveying members,
we simplified our organizational structure and spent a reflective year
re-imagining Red Lodge as a web of communities. We see a shower of
sparks igniting from our members’ enthusiasm to enliven the divine
feminine in their own communities.
Now, we are listening deeply. This time of profound change asks us to be
quiet and put aside assumptions, judgments and expectations. We are
showing up and moving with Red Lodge to bring balance into our world
by enlivening the sacred feminine. As positive agents of change in these
transformational times of Great Turning, we are called to expand our
consciousness and make new choices that sustain life.
As Red Lodge grows and evolves, we reflect and give gratitude for all that
we have created together, all that Red Lodge brings forth in our personal
lives, in our community and in the larger world which includes the
voiceless and unseen ones.

Incredible journey – honoring beginnings
It has taken many years and many women’s prayers and dreams for
Woman’s Way Red Lodge to be born. Thank you to all the women who
attended the “Red Lodge, A Gathering in the Woman’s Way for a Feast of
Possibilities” workshop in 2000 and offered such rich and deep dreaming.
Thank you to the Red Lodge Working Group who received these offerings
and furthered the effort to bring Red Lodge to the fertile soil of the East.
And thank you to all the women that stepped up to committees and
attended the first series of Red Lodge Wisdom Councils. It has been an
incredible journey that requires a tremendous amount of effort. Heartfelt
gratitude to each and every woman who has contributed her prayers and
energy as Woman’s Way Red Lodge rises to new ground and new
possibilities.
Our herstory continues to be revealed! To share your Red Lodge story
contact: hearthletters@wwrl.org.

Woman’s Way Red Lodge		
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From baby Pammy to Grandma Pammy
--- reflections on turning 70 --by Pam Tillson

A

HEART

s I enter my 70th year on this planet and look at the picture of me at
six years old and then at a recent photo, I am aware that I embody the
spirit of that six year old more now than I ever have in my life. A friend is
gathering pictures of me throughout my life for my birthday party, and what
I see in so many past pictures of me is a woman who tried to fit in, tried to
be what others wanted me to be or what I thought they expected of me.

Pam Tillson reflects
Welcome new members
Weaving hoops		
New hoop in Vermont!
Darkness into Hope
Flagstaff Bone Lodges
Danke, Marsha!		

As anyone knows who has lived 70 years, it has been a long journey: one of
seeking and reaching for the truth, but also falling down, picking myself up
and going on. Not only did I spend many years trying to fit in, I also spent
many years numbing out with mild addiction to alcohol.
The shift for me happened a few years before my retirement as secretary
to the Superintendent of the
Astoria School District. I woke
up one day and thought, “I
don’t have a life.” I had been
going to work, stopping for
drinks after work, coming
home, making dinner, drinking, and doing the same thing
day after day for years.

10
11
12
13
13
14
16

So, I started reaching out and
making new friends, I joined
a gym, I started walking with
a dear friend, and I started
speaking more openly at work
about my beliefs.
In my 50’s I went through
some major changes. I bought
(MORE)
10

--- celebrating 70 years
(continued from page 11)

my first house, I divorced my husband of 22 years, I
joined a therapy group, and I retired from my job at
the school district.
But, the biggest change was when my mother moved
to Astoria. I hadn’t lived near my mother for over 30
years. So, just as I was beginning to get a sense of
who I was and finding my voice, I found that in her
presence I was once again the child who wanted to
please mommy. Through the years that she lived near
me, I was able to become the adult and know that it
was okay to take the risk of speaking out about who I
am and what matters to me.
In my 60’s I met and married my beloved Bruce, was initiated as a crone in the Long Dance community, and
my mother died. Since that time I have become more contemplative, taking time to meditate daily, to become
more active in my community in new fulfilling ways such as starting a monthly New Moon gathering and joining a weekly meditation group with my husband.
Several months ago as I was thinking about turning 70, I realized that I had not had a birthday party since I was
a child. So, I said to Bruce “I want a party. I want to celebrate the joy that I feel in my life, and I want my friends
to join in the celebration and to have fun.” I envision myself growing old in a community of love and support
for each other, where my voice is heard among others.

We appreciate your support!
A heartfelt welcome to our new Lodge Sister
from Jerome, Arizona!
We are also very happy to welcome
new Support Circle members
from Salt Lake City, UT, Vashon, WA and
St. Johnsbury, VT.

Your membership nurtures Red Lodge.
Click here to join. Click here to renew.

Woman’s Way Red Lodge		
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Women weave hoops across the country - start yours!
by Willow McKean

She Looked Around
She looked around one day and knew
She wanted more.
She looked around one day and knew
Where to go for more.
She looked around one day and knew
There was more to be had.
She looked around one day and knew
She was on her way.
She looked around one day and…
to be continued.
					
--- Willow
Betty looked around Salt Lake City, Utah and knew she
wanted to gather in circle with an intergenerational
group of women.
Sharma looked around St. Johnsbury, Vermont and knew
she wanted to gather in circle with an intergenerational
group of women.
They saw women in Flagstaff, Arizona and in Buckley/
Enumclaw, Washington gathering in a circle of women
of all ages and knew it was possible.
They reached out to Mary and Kristina, the visionaries of the Weaving the Hoop form, and with their gift of the newly
updated and beautiful Weaving the Hoop Handbook and the support and encouragement of the established groups, Betty
and Sharma made the choice to begin hoops in their communities in March 2011.
One comment heard over and over about the hoop experience is, “I’ve been looking for a group like this for a long
time.” Reach out into your community and see what happens. Women everywhere are hearing the call to gather and
learn from each other. Put a poster up in the local bookstore, coffee house, and library and prepare to meet them.
The women of the Flagstaff hoop are in the process of gathering materials and funds with the intention of building a
mother drum. They are beginning their second season of hoop gatherings in April this year. The hoop from Washington
is beginning their fourth season in March 2011. Last year, they concentrated on how they can live intentionally and
bring ceremony into their daily lives. Along with others from the local communities, they have been the driving force
behind the successful Red Lodge East Gathering. This is just a very small taste of the activities and energy that the
hoops generate. And now that energy is stretching from coast to coast.
Can you feel it? Is it calling you? If you are interested in learning more about Red Lodge hoops and how you might get
one established in your local community, please contact weavinghoops@wwrl.org

Woman’s Way Red Lodge		
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We Are
in the 		
		Belly
of
Winter

Spring
Comes
		Late
in
Vermont

T

emperatures still below zero and many inches of snow.
New life is stirring for women in the St. Johnsbury
community this year! Weaving the Hoop fliers have been
posted at our local coffee shop, art center, library, health
food stores, and yoga studio. Women of all ages are being invited to our Vermont woman’s hoop to sing, create
and tend their inner lives. As we prepare to begin our
9-month journey together, women set their intentions. A
safe, sacred space has been created where we will explore
woman’s way mentoring, spiritual expression and healing, connecting with each other and the earth. We will be
growing new roots in our community this spring!
by Sharma Whitchurch — weaving a dreamcatcher for the new hoop in St. Johnsbury, Vermont

Darkness into Hope
Hope into Light
Spring’s Beauty
Colors my Soul Bright
~Anne Lohr

Woman’s Way Red Lodge		
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Bone Lodges honor crones in Flagstaff
by Madrone

F

lagstaff Goddesses of the Cinder
Moon presented our second annual
Bone Lodge circles sponsored by Woman’s Way Red Lodge this past January and
February. Once again we gathered at the
Temple of the Divine Mother in Flagstaff,
AZ to sit in circle with the crones of our
surrounding communities as they shared
their wisdom and stories.
We were thrilled to have a great turnout at
each circle of about 30 people! Both lodges
got folks thinking and talking about what
they experienced for many days after the
circles. We were honored to sit in circle
with five womyn of radiance this year.
When we are in liminal spaces, the emotion, mystery, and juicy energies present
are carried in the memories of those who
were present. Here I share a brief picture.
Laura Theimer began in January by sharing
about honoring life’s transitions. Laura is
an avid believer in life-long learning and
that life is our greatest teacher. She has a
longtime commitment to issues affecting
women and to assisting people through
challenging life transitions. She is a dedicated writer. Over the years, rivers have
been her steady friends and among her
best and most beloved teachers.

Over the winter months, Flagstaff Bone Lodges were honored to share the wisdom and elder experience of crones Rhianne Teija NewLahnd, Phyllis Hogan,
and Laura Theimer, standing here behind Rhianne’s Heart Wisdom game.

At the Bone Lodge, Laura shared how she
came to understand and appreciate that one
of her gifts is to support loved ones through transition. She talked about what she calls “the communion of silence” while witnessing to the ill and the dying. She also told stories of her drum’s assistance with many loved ones crossing over. Afterwards,
we participated in a writing activity that helped bring up feelings, questions and longings to share in that moment.

Next, we heard from Phyllis Hogan, a practicing Southwest herbalist for over 30 years and the proprietor of the Winter
Sun Trading Company, established in 1976 in Flagstaff. Winter Sun specializes in traditional organic Southwest herbs and
tinctures as well as American Indian art (check them out online). In 1983, Phyllis co-founded the Arizona Ethnobotanical
Research Association (AERA), a 501(c)(3) nonprofit educational and scientific organization. AERA was organized to investigate, document and preserve traditional plant use in Arizona and the greater Southwest.
Phyllis’s sharing, “Walking in Changing Woman’s Garden” included ideas and concepts she has incorporated into her daily
life that assist her with the challenges we face as humans in this advanced technological society.
(MORE)
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--- crones share wisdom
(continued from page 14)
The last crone to present in January was Rhianne Teija NewLahnd who has a 25 year career in creating women's circles
and events all over the world. Rhianne lives in Sedona. She is
an ordained priestess and a devotee of the Goddess.
Out of her experience, she has created a magnificent
transformational program, the Heart Wisdom Game. This
is a sharing game that allows all the players to access deep
wisdom while getting to know one another in a fun, meaningful way. Rhianne spoke of her path to the Goddess and
how she came to create the game. Our Bone Lodge ended
that night with Rhianne facilitating our circle in a transformational experience with the Heart Wisdom Game.
In February, our Bone Lodge met again to hear from two
crones, Judith Waidelich and Terez Storm.
Judith is a Sound Therapist working in the Healing Arts
since 1998. First receiving her Reiki Master/Teacher
Certification in 1999 while living in Maine, she studied
Polarity Therapy at the Southwest Institute of Healing Arts
in Arizona and became a Registered Polarity Therapist in
2002. She did additional Cranial Sacral Therapy studies
with Marsha Craven of Healing Arts Connection in Arizona. Searching for natural ways of healing led her to study
Aromatherapy with Barry Kapp, a well known aromatherapist, healer/practitioner, and author. She received her
Level II Certification in 2004. Her journey led her to Sound Healing which became her passion and she completed
her Acutonics practitioner training in 2005. She then went on to study and become a teacher of Acutonics certified
to teach Levels I through IV. In Judith’s work, Acutonics is integrated with other modalities.
Before our Bone Lodge began, Judith walked the room using her tuning forks to chime Om into our bodies for those
who were open. This was an amazing grounding and journey with sound. She then told of the journey of her passion for
sound healing. She played several planetary frequencies and discussed how they help people in everyday dealings with
life's problems or needs. She then led us in a sound mediation dealing with different phases of the moon.
Terez Storm gave the final crone presentation. This was her second Bone Lodge in Flagstaff, and we were delighted
that she was willing to share in circle with us again. Living in Jerome, AZ, Terez walks as a Traditional Mohawk Woman.
She shared with us about connecting or reconnecting with our natural resources and primary elements (earth, air, fire,
water). She urged us to create an intrinsic sense of these elements as part of who we are. Terez spoke in great detail
about human greed over the Earth. She admonished us to remember that everything is sacred; when she says this,
she means everything from the plastic bag to the tree. If everything is sacred, Terez explains, it is easier to walk from a
power-within mentality rather than a power-over paradigm. Start each day by saying “thank you.”
Last year, when our Bone Lodges in Flagstaff ended, I said, “There seems to be a craving for more. We are leaning in…” I
have to say that the craving is growing, and the call to the crones of Northern Arizona is now ringing. It has been a profound
learning for me, a woman in her mother phase, to co-create these Bone Lodges to honor these womyn. It is humbling to
bring people together to learn about the sacred feminine through the lived stories of our beloved community crones.

Woman’s Way Red Lodge		
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The Woman Behind the Curtain

by Drai Bearwomyn MAR 2011

Today, I smilingly want to nickname her “Marcha
Cog”…as I have witnessed her MARCH forward like a
ﬁre driven banshee and serve as a crucial COG in
our community works. Bless her heart.

n ancient Greece, people recognized the Goddess
Ifrom
Athena as the daughter of Zeus. It is said she leapt
his head, already adult, dressed in her armor

pon the birth of Woman’s Way Red Lodge,
U
Marsha, open-heartedly, dove into one of the
least “sexy” and most arduous roles we have...

“danke marcha!”

and ready to serve. She is acknowledged as a warrior
to defend the State. She is, above all, the Goddess of
the City, the guardian and protectress of civilized life.
The most used expression to describe her is "the
bright eyed". She is the incarnaon of Wisdom,
Commitment and Reason…It is this author’s feeling
that our beloved Marsha Cook embodied and gied
the spirit and structural frame-work of Athena herself
to Red Lodge as our Records Keeper! Bless her heart.
“behind-the-scenes, anally organized, lego go go, busy-as all-get-down-woman”
Thashisbrained,
the disnct privilege of honoring my “behindthe-scenes, anally organized, le-brained, go go go,
busy-as all-get-down-sister” Marsha Cook.
Woman’s Way Red Lodge

Records Keeper. In this “behind the curtain” job,
generally there are no bells and whistles, no prey
ribbons or altars, no sage or juicy fabrics, drums or
dancing. It is a job based in funcon, paper,
numbers, updates, records, communicaons and
ﬁles...It requires incessant watchdogging, devoted
dedicaon and blue ribbon organizaon. And for
this, Marsha SHOWED UP. Boy oh boy did she show
up. As an example...Marsha: created and updated
membership informaon, tracked and sent
membership renewal leers, managed the data
base as the backend of the website, sent out
special bullens and communicaons, helped
create and update the email lists for bullens and
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enewsleers and coordinated with oﬃcers, council chairs and ad hoc
members of the Board on communicaons and member records. She
organized and packed the Red Lodge ﬁles as full and dily as she packs
her car for Long Dance. Ha ha! “Lists and records and spreadsheets – Oh
My!” Bless her heart.
hat is parcularly noteworthy is that Marsha added her own version
of beauty and creavity wherever she was able. She made her oﬃce
W
her temple, the ﬁles the altar and the intenons her prayers. Upon her own
volion and “bright eyed spirit”, she deepened this role into that of “Sacred
Records Keeper.” She owned the responsibility and with her loving
commitment she nurtured and nourished Red Lodge with the dynamic
presence she gied to this role. AND...she did it with atude. She claimed
her territory, took the bull by the horns & held her truth. No maer what
was thrown her way, no maer how much me investment was called for,
no maer what...Marsha showed up with her red shoes & atude!
randmother Brook Rain was eﬀusive with her gratude for “dear
Marsha.” As a elder of our community she acknowledged the
tremendous value of all Marsha has given to Red Lodge. “I hold her in
such high regard for what she seems to do so naturally. What would we
have done without her? I am so appreciave of what she does. I wonder
if women realize how amazing she is?”

G

hen asked about her me working with Marsha, Mariah comments
W
“I love her dearly! I love how she speaks up even though her opinion
might rock the boat, or go against the crowd and I really appreciate her
tenacity, her strong ability to go the extra mile to get the job done well. ”
risna Anne wrote: “What I especially appreciate about Marsha's
K
service all these YEARS is how she commied to keeping track of all
our details. Period. No wavering. I could always count on her to show up
with needed informaon and then some. She looked ahead, ancipang
glitches. She looked sideways, seeing what those details and glitches
might be connected to. She looked behind, remembering exactly which
meeng notes that snippet was buried in. She looked above, calling in
some kind of uncanny divine power to give her the persistence to do all
this. Bless you and thank you, Marsha!”
ow with the cornerstone lovingly laid in place, Marsha has stepped
down from this role and has begun to train her protege, Aubrey, who
shares “Marsha has been very generous with her me and willingness to
help me answer all of my many quesons. Her willingness to help and
connue to make sure I have all the help and support that I need is very
much greatly appreciated!”

N

arsha, with beauty, intenon, ﬁnesse and ﬁdelity, you followed
through on your personal vow to Red Lodge. WOW! YES! Now, as
you discharge your responsiblity…Breathe. And know that on bended
knee we THANK YOU and THANK YOU. We look forward to seeing what
“behind-the-scenes, anally organized, le-brained, go go go, busy-as allget-down-woman” kind of thing you will wow us with next. Bless your
heart and truly...thank you.

M

Woman’s Way Red Lodge

We want to tell you
THANK YOU,
But it doesn’t seem
enough…
Words don’t seem
suﬃcient
Blah, blah and
all that stuﬀ.
Please know we
have deep feelings
About your
generous act…
We really
appreciate you;
You’re special, and
that’s a fact!
–Joanna Fuchs
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Grandmother Margaret’s sacred fire
by Aubrey Armes
have read the story of Grandmother Margaret Behan. I
know that she has come from
a past of poverty, left by her
migrant parents to find work,
alcoholism, her son-in-law’s
suicide, abuse by her husband
and poor self-esteem. And yet,
here she is. Relentlessly sharing her message and proving
that one doesn’t need to come
from a privileged background,
influence or be a size 2 to make
a difference in the world.

EARTH

I

Hosting Grandmother Margaret
Seed suggestions		
Summer Solstice drumming
Flaghoop blooms in spring
Fundriaser for new mother drum

On behalf of Red Lodge, I
stepped up to help coordinate the event with Vashon
Intuitive Arts (VIA). I wanted
to learn more about Grandmother Margaret, the Council of 13 Indigenous
Grandmothers, and Lorna from VIA. Stories of the Grandmothers keep
showing up in my life. Who am I not to take the opportunity that presented
itself to me to get involved?

18
21
21
22
23

Like many others, I contemplate what my purpose is and how to fulfill that
purpose. Reading and learning more about the Grandmothers Council and
the history of the 13 women, I have been given the courage to dream and
wonder “what if?” What if…I sold almost everything I owned to travel the
world for an undetermined amount of time? What if…I completely changed
what I did for a living and started my own business/practice? What if…?
Well, I don’t know.
I do know that I am not afraid to have those thoughts, dreams and desires any longer. If these women can overcome what they have and have
such an impact on others, then surely my decision to live on the beach in
(MORE)
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northern Peru and practice energy healing
isn’t so ridiculous.
I was able to meet Grandmother Margaret
before we lit the sacred fire. The first thing
I notice is how beautiful she is. Warm dark
brown eyes and a sweet smile. She exudes a
sense of calmness and peace. Just remembering that moment makes me smile and
fills me with peacefulness.
As the event began, a big beautiful eagle
flew in and landed at the top of the closest
pine tree. I had read earlier in the morning
that in Grandmother Margaret’s culture,
eagles are angels. I was sure that an angel
had come to bless our day. And so it was.
The rain diminished, and the sun came out.
Grandmother Margaret showed us her
tradition of putting cedar in the fire. She
told us stories of how she got her name of
“Red Spider Woman,” the sacred school
she is planning to build back home in
Montana, her upcoming hosting of the 13
Indigenous Grandmothers, and her dream
to have all of them sitting in her kitchen
as she makes them lunch. It was refreshing and encouraging to witness her sense
of humor and her humility.
(MORE)
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Dinner was served at VIA. The place settings were breathtaking, and the food was fabulous and nourishing. It was
such a wonderful treat after being out in the wind, rain and
sun all day to have Kitchen Goddesses serve each of us delicious homemade food. Such pampering was unexpected,
and a terrific way to end the day. The day was very sweet
and inspiring. It allowed me to meet new people and learn
of new things. In my book, that is a very good day.

Woman’s Way Red Lodge		
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Seed suggestions from Suzanne
Movies:

• RIZE – a documentary about LA ghetto young people trying to find a way to transform
gang violence into constructive expression of personal power
• Trouble The Water – grass root documentary of a different perspective of Hurricane Katrina
• Why We Fight – an intriguing perspective about the sociopolitical history of war in our culture
• The US vs. John Lennon – documentary about some of John’s life and the social political
impact it had on US culture

Books:

• Peace Pilgrim – an old book, always current seed for thought – published by Ocean Tree
Books
• A People’s History of The US by Howard Zinn

SAVE THE DATE

JUNE 20/21

VASHON ISLAND

24-hour drum vigil for peace and earth healing

Our 24-hour vigil begins at
noon on Monday, June 20
and continues through the night
until noon on Tuesday, June 21.
Hold vigil with us through the night
or come and go as you like.

Solstice
Celebration

Join Buffalo Heart and take your turn keeping the
drumbeat alive as we align with drums around the
world drumming, singing and dancing to make a
joyful prayer for peace
and earth healing.

Contact motherdrum@wwrl.org
for details, driving directions or
to sign up for a 2-hour commitment.
Woman’s Way Red Lodge		
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This ceremonial candle is lit at each
Flagstaff Drum Council meeting.

Flagstaff hoop looks to create a new mother drum!
by Meghan Callaghan

A

fter a winter of rest and gestation, the Flagstaff hoop is looking forward to what will be blooming this
spring. The Flagstaff Drum Council, comprised of hoop members and other women from the community,
has been preparing for the birth of a mother drum. WWRL sisters from California, Utah, and Washington State
will be joining us for the building and birth of this Flagstaff community drum on Memorial Day weekend.
We are greatly appreciative of the significant support that WWRL has offered to help make the creation of this
drum possible! The Flagstaff hoop is also holding a raffle to raise the rest of the funds for this project.
We are looking forward to sharing the drum with the Flagstaff community through the “Drumming into the
Seasons” program which will begin just before the summer solstice. The Flagstaff hoop will also be welcoming
some new members into our circle for a second 9-month period of exploration and celebration of the sacred
feminine starting in April.
We are truly feeling the spirit of the Goddess growing and connecting women and community here in
Northern Arizona!
Woman’s Way Red Lodge		
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Drumming up
money to birth a
dream!!

$10 x 50 by April 10th!
EQUINOX UPDATE - $1000 is our goal to support the
birthing of a new Mother Drum in Flagstaff, AZ this spring.
THANK YOU members & subscribers who have added $165 to
the $500 given by WWRL. We’re 2/3 of the way to our goal!
Send a prayer for the drum birthing. All donations postmarked
by April 10th will be entered in a raffle to win a beautiful,
handmade frame drum made by Baba Willow!
Your inspiration$ will fund materials and facility costs for the
new Mother Drum creation and help with travel costs to send
Red Lodge drumkeepers to attend this birth.

We’re 2/3 of the way there!

Red Lodge thanks you for partnering with us to enliven the
sacred feminine in our communities! With your partnership we
can reach our goal of $1000+ by April 10th!

Make a tax-deductible donation today for your
chance to win a beautiful frame drum made by Baba Willow!
To donate via PayPal, click here!
Or, mail checks payable to WWRL:
P O Box 13352,
Des Moines, WA 98198
Woman’s Way Red Lodge		
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A drum in every hand and home
by Mary G.L. Shackelford

W

illow McKean is a woman with
a mission. She wants to get a
drum into your hands; she wants you
to experience what happens. “I feel
I was called to the drum and drum
making, and I listened,” she smiles.

ART

It started in the late 1980’s. From
Willow’s first experience in a drum
circle, she knew she wanted one close
to home. She bought herself a drum,
found another willing soul and met
weekly for a year to drum, just the
two of them. “It was quickly apparent we needed more women,” Willow
remembers, “so we put out the word.” There wasn’t much response.

Willow’s drum mission
Growing Skin		
Book Review		
February Prunings

Some people said they didn’t know how to drum. Willow knew that wasn’t
important. “Just get a drum in your hand and see what happens,” she suggests. “For most people, it’s a basic expression, the place of rhythm; percussion is the foundation of music. We all know it; we all can do it. It’s the old
wisdom; it’s the heartbeat. It’s inside all of us.”

24
27
28
29

Willow realized she could do something about the other reason people didn’t
join the drum circle: not many people had drums in Buckley, Washington! “I
examined my drum and thought I could teach myself to make them.” Many
years and more than 100 drums later, Willow still says it’s not hard to make
a drum, but it is a much more involved spiritual journey than she imagined!
“If you can pull leather through a hole, you can make a drum. It’s really the
experience – manipulating the materials, connecting with the animal hide,
discovering you can do it, forming it into something you will cherish.”
From her first drum teacher, Willow learned a unique, non-traditional way
to tie drums. Using a very, very long piece of sinew, the hide is tied back and
forth, back and forth, across the frame, creating a crisscrossed web over the
(MORE)
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--- opening to the drum’s spirit
(continued from page 24)

back. Then the special process of “opening the spirit of the
drum” creates a center hole which serves as the handhold.

Willow provides all the materials and
offers sacred space, deep attention and
gentle creative instruction to inspire and
guide people of all ages in the transformative process of making their own
drum. Email her if you’re interested.

In the beginning, Willow made drums to share with women
who showed up for drum circle. Now she works with individuals and small groups, helping each person create their own
personal drum. “It makes the experience so much deeper,
broader, more personal,” she reflects.
Willow provides all the materials, soaking the hide overnight
to assure pliability. When people gather to make drums, it
takes four to five hours. She encourages everyone to paint
words on the inside of the frame – a prayer or intention. Recently she began painting the frame and experimenting with
putting bones and shells inside the drum. It all becomes part
of the prayer of the drum. Every time you play that is one of
the prayers that goes out.
“RAWHIDE!!!” Willow’s face lights up. “I just have to say rawhide is an amazing material. The most obvious element is the
energy of the animal. I have used a variety of animal hides and
know the power of working them, the different qualities of
tone you can expect.”
Each hide brings its own spirit to the drum. “These hides
opened up the world of animals to me; I’ve learned how to
walk with them in a sacred way. They give me a gift of untold
value, one I take very seriously. I use unbleached rawhide so
the different colorations and formations and thicknesses of
rawhide create pictures as the drum dries. It’s great fun and
very mysterious to see what comes to the surface.”
Willow prefers cowhide because she likes the deep, rich
sound, but she admits it’s hard to work because it is so tough.
Horse and elk are easy to tie, and their tone is higher. Expecting a huge, deep voice from such a big, impressive animal as
the buffalo, Willow was surprised to find that buffalo hide
drums are pitched high.
Willow explains that drum making is a transformative process.
“When you begin cutting out the round shape from the dry,
(MORE)
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--- a transformation to release the voice of the drum
(continued from page 25)

stiff hide, it is really hard. Rawhide is
really tough. You wonder how could
this possibly ever be formed around
a wooden frame? Yet, when you put
it into water, and it soaks up all that
liquid, the hide gets really pliable and
flexible. Keeping it wet enough to
work, you mold it over the wooden
hoop frame. As the skin dries, its
original stiffness returns, but now it
has a whole new purpose and form.
Now it has a voice; you release the
voice through the process.”
Then there is the song and the prayer.
“Somehow the drum, especially the
frame drums, they are just natural.
It’s really basic, a basic expression
of what’s inside. You don’t need to
know how to do it; you just do it.
When you use a drum, you can send
out your prayers without putting
them into words. I can get lost in
trying to make perfect words, perfect
thought. With the drum, I just walk
up and down the hallway in my house
and drum. It’s all a song and prayer.”

The hallmark of Willow’s drums is a special technique used to
tie the hide, creating a web of sinew across the back which
finally opens to create the handhold, a process Willow calls
opening the drum’s spirit. Below are Willow’s personal drums
- including her first one, painted now with Dragonfly. Willow
has generously created two drums to be raffled in the Red
Lodge fundraising drive to support the creation of a community medicine drum for the Flagstaff, AZ hoop.

At that first drum circle long ago,
Willow stepped onto a path that
would take her places she’d never
been with amazing people she never
would have met. “The gatherings
of people building drums have truly
been uplifting and inspiring. Women,
men and children having fun, learning a new craft, taking risks, allowing
the spirit of their drum to speak to
and for them is the fulfillment of my
vision of putting a drum in as many
hands as I possibly could.”
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Growing
Skin
by Sage Abella

I

’m growing skin.
It’s not as easy as planting
seed in your garden,
watering it, watching green
shoots emerge.
When I sit next to you
sometimes parts of me
spill into you like Jell-O.
More often parts of you
cling to me like tenacious
summer grass burrs I don’t
notice until I’m in a
crowd of people and there is
uncomfortable scratching
along my inner thigh
where I can’t possibly
reach without someone
noticing. On a tired day,
three people walking along the
sidewalk can drift through
my body like a cloud.
I’ve come far enough in my
journey to be OK with the
idea that I’m growing skin.
To you, I look like a woman
who knows how to plant a
garden, can tell the difference
between tomato and lettuce
seed, speak about how Lemon
Balm leaves can wiggle us
out of depression.

Woman’s Way Red Lodge		

“Breaking Apart” by Anne Lohr

To you, my growing skin
is a secret.
To me, growing skin is inner
cliff edge where ocean waters
crash, tides go in and out,
where life forms are
abundant and unnameable.
There is a circle of friends
helping me. Each of them has
successfully grown skin. Blue
Man, Woman Sitting Below
Horse, Wah and Upside-Down
Sister along with a handful of
random letters that come in the
mailbox each week who know
their simple power lies within
thin white paper envelopes.

See the golden sphere that
encircles me. When I look down
that’s how I know these feet are
mine and the toe tips outside the
golden are yours.
All this reminds me we each
have a secret place where we
grow skin, reminds me you
won’t talk about your cliff, makes
me see someone smaller and
more childlike standing in the
midst of your body where you
stand powerful in your garden
looking like you know the
difference between squash and
pumpkin seed. Holding the
green hose in your hand.
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Betrayal,
Trust and
Forgiveness
Book Review

by Beth Hedva, PhD

by Mary G.L. Shackelford

In Betrayal, Trust and Forgiveness, Beth Hedva builds on cross-cultural rites of initiation to
present the journey from betrayal to trust as a universal rite of passage. The book is profoundly inspiring as it
deepens into the sense that this journey is the path to evolving consciousness, the gateway to a new world.
Earth herself is calling us out to dream a new dream; Gaia beckons us, each one individually and humanity all
together, forward through this healing initiation. Betrayal is a sacred event that has the power to transport us
into a deeper spiritual truth that brings joy to the heart and healing to humanity and our planet.
We are all betrayers; we have all been betrayed. However we come to it, betrayal is an opportunity for-giving
each of us an opportunity to travel the initiatory path to trust. Healing betrayal and growing trust in our own
personal lives is mirrored in Gaia’s urgent call to heal the betrayal that humanity experiences in our separation
and alienation from nature. And the key, Hedva proposes, is the classic sacred initiation journey.
Like initiates through the ages, we can train ourselves to recognize and respond to the five stages of the
classical initiation rite:
			Separation
Purification
Symbolic Death
				New Knowledge
Rebirth
The emotional ordeals we experience in betrayal initiate experiences of separation, isolation or rejection. Betrayer and betrayed serve a deeper mystery that purifies both; each are necessary to each other’s transformation. Through this relationship, consciousness is transfigured and altered – a profound change that represents
the death phase of initiation. In this altered state, we open to new understanding, to new intuitive knowledge
of the heart. Then rebirth calls us to demonstrate our newly-found gifts, manifesting the change we have experienced as we return to life, back to community to fulfill a new, transformed role.
Wherever you are in the process of healing betrayal, Beth Hedva’s book is an inspiring and practical guide. She
combines the larger spiritual context of the evolution of consciousness and planetary healing with feet-on-theground techniques, healing stories and practical exercises for individual healing. Illustrating the healing journey
with the gentle compassion of full-heart stories from her psychotherapy practice, Hedva guides us through
transforming the emotional ordeals of betrayal into spiritual teachings.
Healing the wounds of betrayal in our personal lives and in our collective experience, we create new myths and
legends for our time. Earth asks us, “What do you revolve around? What is at your center?” Through your link to
all knowledge, past, present and future, discover the knowledge that heals all: that which renews and rebirths.
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February Prunings
by Mary G.L. Shackelford
Before the immolation
before the uprising
the king of Tunisia
kept a wild tiger captive
in a cage. She was fed
live chickens every day.
In Yemen the median age
is seventeen and a half.
Unemployment is thirty-five percent.
And in Egypt a quarter million people
flood the ancient square by the Nile
throwing stones against the tyrant’s thugs,
then in a surprising turn
embrace the military police
to join guard for
the libraries of Cairo.
Here in the Pacific Northwest
we cut twenty years’ growth
a braided tangle
of wisteria and kiwi
to free the old cedar fence yearning
earthward held back only
by the vines’ firm grip.

I reach Barbara on the halls
of the Aberdeen hospital – last hours’
vigil for her mother.
We go out then to drum
the fading heartbeat.
She dies in the dark
before dawn. They rub her
body with rosewood and olive oil.
Maureen had brought a crown of flowers.
I imagine their hands on the dead woman
body still warm and supple.
She looked so beautiful, Barbara whispers.

Fetching an essential tool, I round
the corner of the house. The sharp-shinned
hawk flies straight at my face
death screams of a robin
clenched in its talons.

Today I go out to look at the world.
Behind the honeysuckle
the soft scattering of robin’s feathers
dampened by moisture from the night
resists the drifting of the wind.
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Red Alder Blush
by Anne Lohr
continued from front page

Fog thickened, ice encased
Joy long flown
Eyes stared dead
Longed to feast on redstone
I was not ready
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Fog lifts above path
Unveiling red alder blush
Sap rises, sun strengthens
Shoulders unfold
Opening heart core
Eagle returns to fish
I was not ready
But I survived
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